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Introduction
Before you go inspiration
Song: Album Dark Eyes (2012) by Half Moon Run
Book: Across the Bridge by Mavis Gallant(2011)
Film: Maurice Richard, the Rocket (2005)

Practical information

Montreal is a city in the Canadian province of Quebec. It is the largest city in the province. 
Originally called Ville-Marie (today a neirborhod), it is named after Mount Royal. The City is 
on the Island of Montreal.

Population: 1 million+
Time Zone: EST (UTC-5)
Telephone area code: +1
Language: French is the city’s official language and is the language spoken at home, as 
Quebec French, by 56.9% of the population of the city. Followed by English at 18.6% and 19.8% 
other languages.
Currency: Canadian dollars (CAD)
Climate: Tourists visit year-round, however in winter the days are short (8 hours daylight) and 
the weather is cold.
Get around: Amsterdam is best enjoyed on foot and of course the occasional canal cruise and 
bike ride through the streets.
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From the Airport

Montreal-Pierre Elliott Trudeau 
International Airport (YUL) is 20 km/12 
miles west of the city centre.  
www.admtl.com

Taxis to downtown cost CAN $40. Car 
service costs approximately CAN $50. 

Express bus route 747 to downtown costs 
CAN $10.
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Top Neighbourhoods
[#1] Old Montreal - is the oldest area in the city with few remains dating back to New France. Located in the borough of Ville-Marie, the 

area is bordered on the west by McGill St., on the north by Ruelle des Fortifications, on the east by Rue Saint-André and on the south by the 
Saint-Lawrence River.

[#2] The Plateau - is the best window to view the real Montréal. Here you’ll find a predominantly francophone community featuring an 

eclectic mix of artists, students, yuppies, and young families, spiced with a healthy dose of other cultures and languages to raise the diversity 
quotient that much higher. Round it off with a wealth of interesting shops, cafés, pubs and bars, not to forget black-box theatres, art galleries 
and gourmet shops, and you’ve got a free-spirited, creative atmosphere where all walks of life converge.

[#3] Mile End - Since the 1980s Mile End has been known for its culture as an artistic neighbourhood, home to artists, musicians, writers, 

and filmmakers such as Arcade Fire, Adam Gollner, Sean Michaels, etc. Many art galleries, designers' workshops, boutiques and cafés are 
found in the neighbourhood.

[#4] Jean Talon Market - is a farmer’s market in Montreal. Located in the Little Italy district, the market is bordered by Jean Talon 

Street to the north, Mozart Ave. to the south, Casgrain Ave. to the west and Henri-Julien Ave. to the east. It contains two city-maintained streets 
both called Place du Marché du Nord. The market is located between the Jean-Talon and De Castelnau metro stations.

[#5] Atwater Market - Located in the southwest of Montréal near the Lachine Canal, the Atwater Market and bordering street are named 

after the 19th century businessman and municipal politician, Edwin Atwater. It was established in 1933 and its art-deco style architecture 
makes it one of Montréal’s most beautiful buildings.

[#6] St Henri - The imposing skyline of downtown may be dotting the not-so-distant horizon, but in Saint-Henir - former working-class 

enclave in Montréal’s old industrial southwest - the high-rises have tapered down into a historic neighbourhood with one-off storefronts and a 
burgeoning community. Bordering upmarket Westmount  to the north and up-and-coming Little Burgundy to the east, Saint-Henri has only 
recently come back to life after decades of neglect, beginning with the closure of the area’s once-thriving tanning workshops in the aftermath of 
the 1929 stock market crash. Today, buzzing new locales and converted artist studios sit next to blue-collar greasy spoons and dignified art-
deco buildings, as the shorees of the nearby lachine Canal teem with creative twentysomethings, young families and old-timer locals, all 
embracing spring in full swing.
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A brief history about Quebec

History

Montréal's history is a fascinating story of sparkling successes 
followed by dramatic downs. Over the centuries the city has swung 
from the proverbial economic/political centre-of-the-Canadian universe, 
only to see-saw back into a kind of national backwater. The city's 
evolution has been anything but smooth, usually involving two steps 
forward and one step back.

** Find more information on Wikipedia Page **
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Top 10 things to do under $10
1. Dollar Cinema (2.50$) Located in the old decrepit mall Decarie Square, the selection of movies are usually films that are between big theatres and Blu-ray release, they 
also have Bollywood specials. Admission used to be only a dollar but has gone up to 2.50$ but all the candies are a dollar each.

2. Drawing Workshop (10$) The next workshop is coming up this friday, this event is somewhat monthly and those in attendance draw a live model; only 10$ at the door. 
Many local art lovers go to enjoy a relaxing, coached session. Syn Studio is located on Ste-Catherine right near Foufs so you can stop by and have a drink after a 
culturally fulfilling friday night activity.

3. Sunday Night Improv (free) Join the crew every sunday night from 5pm to 7pm for 2 hours of  free interactive improv. The actors randomly select members of the 
audience to come on stage and take on the challenge of creating fun witty scenarios from classic improvisation methods. So come equipped with creativity, a good sense of 
humour, and no shame.

4. MBAM Wednesday evenings (10$) Montreal Museum of Fine Arts is always hosting multiple amazing exhibitions, for only 10$ on Wednesday after 5pm, it’s worth 
taking a look. Right now the featured collections include: Archeology and World Cultures, Early to Modern International Art, and Photography and Graphic Arts. 

5. Grande Bibliothèque (free) The great part about this library is not just the millions of books available but everything else offered, this library really is a good use of tax 
dollars. There are always shows, seminars, and classes taking place; Private movie viewing booths, just pick a movie chose a booth and watch. There are also electronic 
music facilities equipped with computers, softwares, keyboards and hook ups for acoustic instruments. Also to try, their bistro opened for lunch Le café des lettres.

6. Grab a bite: Café Le Cagibi Located in the small streets of Montreal’s Mile End area this cafe offers all kinds of hot beverages and delicious daily specials, most of the 
items on the menu being under 10$. They also have a fully stocked bar and large tables to play one of their many old-school board games on. The floor boards may creek 
but the atmosphere is really laid back and fun, their events are also really worth checking out.

7. Ladies Night – 3$ drinks Irish Pub Mckibbin’s in the West Island on St-Jean’s, serves ladies 3$ drinks (vodka, rum, gin) on wednesday nights after 10pm. There’s 
always a DJ and a big crowd. For guys Moosehead bottles are 4$. If you’re a west islander you’ve definitely been and know it’s a good way to save a pretty penny on a 
night out.

8. Nadaa Yoga Class (on donation) This progressive yoga studio offer all kinds of services and classes, including a 1 hour  “community yoga session” every sunday at 
12:30pm. This class is given on donation of your choice, which is a great thing.

9. Slice of pizza for a dollar ! Al-Amine on Lacombe and Côte-des-Neiges, is just a corner pizza place, but a dollar a slice is definitely not something you can find 
everywhere. They also have all the other classic food you’d find in one of these restaurants for good prices. A dollar a slice!!!!!

10. QPIRG Concordia Seminars & Workshops (free) These seminars are almost like a free education. This group offers “Concordia Wrokshops” and “Working Group 
Workshops”  like: Anarchism without Anarchists, Basic electronic repair, know your rights and so on. Some of these classes are lecture/discussion classes, and others are 
more of a hands-on technical learning environment.
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Top 10 Free things to do
Beaux arts Museum

Appreciate the great outdoors at the Laval Nature Centre

Take a stroll around the gay village while it’s car free

Enjoy the sun and take yourself on a walking tour of Old Port

Spend your Sunday relaxing at the Tam Tam at Mount Royal Park

Take a break from walking around the city by taking a turn on the musical swings.

Get active and go for a ride to check out the many biking routes in the city

Download the Expo 67 app for an audio-guided tour of the expo’s historic locations.

Make your way over to the Lachine Museum to view contemporary art and learn the history of it

Enjoy free admission to the outdoor gardens at Montreal’s Botanical Gardens until May 14th
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5 photos you can’t leave without

If you enjoy history, architecture, art, culture (and so much more), you are going to find yourself 
constantly trying to capture the beauty of Montreal in your photos. But to ensure you don’t leave 
without the best photos, here’s a list of my top 5 photos you cannot leave without!

Le belvedere – Mont Royal

Le biodome

Four Roses

Champlain Bridge

Montreal Clock Tower
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5 things unique about Montreal
What makes Montreal unlike anyplace else:

#1. Montreal is an Island

#2. Largest Festivals in the World

#3 Habitat 67

#4. Montreal is Built on a Mountain

#5 The Underground City

#6 Citizens Aren’t Afraid to Fight Back

#7 Massive Student Population

#8 The Metro System

#9 Things to do in Every Season

#10 A Enormous Art and Graffiti Culture
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Where to eat
Grumman’78

It’s tacos - but not as we know them. Grumman puts a Québécois twist on the Mexican staple, whether it’s a whelk 
quesadilla (with dill and fresh sea snails) or banh mi tacos (with pulled pork, hoisin sauce and pickled daikon). 
You can sample these specialities at Grumman’s roaming food truck or its bricks-and-mortar establisment in Saint-
Henir, housed in an old garage that was formerly home to the city’s cavalry - putting the «tack» into tacos? - where they’re 
joined by an extensive wine and cocktail list and served at long tables fashioned from stacked wooden pallets.

630 Rue de Courcelle, (514) 290-5125, grumman78.com

Salmigondis

The name would imply a motley collection of odds’n’sods, but there’s nothing slapdash about this haute-hipster 
finedining experience in Little Italy. There’s nothing particularly Italian about it either; it’s more French-inflected 
nouveau American, from appetizers like kale with duck confit to mains including deer filet with berry jus, and bone 
marrow marshmallow for dessert. Spectacular weekend brunches (guinea fowl eggs Benedict, anyone?) are further proof 
that Salmigondis puts the «mmm» in miscellaneous.

6896 Rue saint_dominique, (514) 564-3842, salmigondis.ca

Satay Brothers

Local street food legends Alex and Mat Winnicki are to Saint-Henri what satay is to Southeast Asian cuisine. After 
summers of trading at Atwater market, the brothers have now made their new twist on the recipes of their Singaporean 
mother available year-round at their new eatery. As their moniker suggests, the succulent skewered chicken is the forte, 
but the green papaya salad, the laksa soups and the steamed buns also merit sampling.

3721 Rue Notre-Dame Ouest, (514) 933-3507, sataybrothers.com
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Where to stay 
ALT Griffintown
120 Rue Peel

Interncontinental Montreal 
360 Rue Saint-Antoine Ouest

Hotel 10
10 Sherbrooek Ouest

Hotel St Paul
355 McGill

Hotel St-Denis
1254 St-Denis

Hotel Saint-James
355 St-Jacques, Montreal, Quebec H2Y 1N9
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Where to shop
1. Editorial Boutique 1455 Rue Stanley - Editorial, a ladies fashion boutique, will hook you up with all the coolest styles. 
Hip, funky, edgy… they’re really on top of their game! Check out their Instagram and get fashion inspired 
@editorialboutique

2. Nouveau Noir Boutique - 2075 Rue Crescent - Nouveau Noir is a women’s fashion lifestyle boutique which carries very 
sexy, stylish and feminine pieces. Hit @nouveaunoirboutique to see for yourself!

3. La Petite Robe Noire - 4030 Rue Saint-Ambroise -  You know the struggle of wearing the same dress twice? La Petite 
Robe Noire has got your back! You can now rent a dress for any occasion and not have to worry about people seeing you 
wear the same outfit ever again. You can even put your own brand name dresses for rent here. Genius!

4. PRFKT par Europa - Centre de Commerce Mondial -  If you’re more into high end clothing, PRFKT par Europa is the store 
you need in your life! Casual-chic clothing and accessories for women seeking a modern and refined look is what this 
boutique is all about.

5. Friperie Saint-Laurent - 3976 Boul St-Laurent -  Friperie Saint-Laurent is a vintage store that has been in business for 
over 20 years. You can totally find cool things here for both men and women. Thrift stores for the win!

6. Empire Exchange - 51 Bernard O. -  Another great concept – a buy/sell/trade clothing store for men and women! 
Vintage and modern clothing and accessories is what you’ll find at Empire Exchange. You have stuff you’d like to sell or 
trade? Great, do it here!

7. Citizen Vintage - 5330 Boul St-Laurent - Citizen Vintage hand selects relevant and trendy vintage clothing for both 
men and women. Great prices and variety. Another awesome thing about this place is that they have stuff for ALL sizes 
which is not very common for vintage stores. 

8. Denim Kings - 8575 Boul St-Laurent - Denim Kings is a designer jeans outlet for both men and women. Great 
selection of authentic premium denim, but also other items such as shoes, jackets, shirts, etc. Prices will make you very 
happy too.

9. The Pepin Shop – Espace Pepin- 350 Rue Saint Paul O - One-stop shop for wardrobe, home and bath that strongly 
emphasizes Canadian talent. The vibe in this store is amazing. The Pepin Shop carries sick clothing styles for 
both men and women.

10. Three Hearts Boutique - 207 Laurier Ouest - Cutest women’s fashion boutique. Girly, flowery, lovely clothing styles 
that will bring out the feminine side in you..
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Night Life in Montreal
Bar hop to some of the best spots in the City!

Big In Japan-Bar - 3723 Boulevard Saint-Laurent, H2X 2V7

Pullman - 3424 Avenue du Parc, Montréal, QC, H2X 2H5

Apt. 200 - 3643 St. Laurent, Montreal, QC, H2X 2V5

Burgundy Lion - 2496 Rue Notre-Dame Ouest, H3J 1N5

Santos - 191 Rue Saint Paul Ouest, Montréal, QC H2Y 1Z5

Le Lab - 1351 Rachel, Est, Montréal, H2J 2K2

Sparrow - 5322 Boulevard Saint-Laurent, H2T 1A5

Dominion Square Tavern - 1243 Metcalfe St, H3B 2V5

Flyjin - 417 Rue St Pierre, Montréal, QC, H2Y 2M4

La Distillerie - 2047 Avenue du Mont-Royal Est, H2H 1J7
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Product Disclaimer
The content of this book is written by Cecile Calmes and Northern Exposure project. 

The information is designed to give prospective travellers a customised experience in each new city an 
Northern Exposure guide is produced for. 

While the information is correct at the time of publishing, given the fast-paced changing nature of travel 
and tourism, guides will be re-issued for a new release annually.

Northern Exposure Project does not receive compensation for any products or companies mentioned in this 
guide in an effort to maintain authenticity and ensure an unbiased representation of the best on offer in 
each city.

The information and materials used in this guide are produced exclusively by Northern Exposure Project.

Accordingly the information and material in this guide are copyright, 2014 © Northern Exposure Project. 

No part of this guide may in any form by an electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or any other means be 
reproduced, sold or transmitted without the prior permission of the publisher, Northern Exposure Project.

More about Northern City Guides www.northernexposureproject.com
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